iTEP Case Study:

Teacher Testing
Assessing the English Proficiency of
Public School Teachers in Ecuador.

About iTEP
The International Test of English Proficiency (iTEP) was introduced in 2008 to modernize English language assessment with
on-demand scheduling, 24-hour grading, and accurate test data. iTEP provides a convenient and cost-effective testing
option delivered in a highly secure test center environment or remotely at-home.
iTEP offers academic testing for secondary schools and universities for both admissions and on-campus ESL programs. iTEP
also offers a range of career testing used by companies around the world to determine English proficiency needed for hiring
and promotion decisions. For more information see www.itepexam.com.
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The Approach
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The iTEP Solution

in-home testing, scores and identity verifications were reliable.

“Twenty years ago, knowing English was a plus in our country,”
said Valentina Silva, iTEP Ecuador Business Manager. “Now, it is a
must!”
To start this teacher testing project, iTEP Ecuador representatives
began

implementing

additional

infrastructure

to

provide

high-level service to the country’s teachers. iTEP formed partnerships with schools and universities across the country’s regions to
create temporary mass testing centers, including the use of physical space, Internet connectivity and equipment, such as computers. iTEP created help desks with extra staffing to provide information and trouble-shooting capabilities in various regions for the
large number of teachers testing within the same timeframes.
Testing began in December 2018, and four testing dates were

Ecuador’s government has been impressed with the quick score
turnaround, the data and information provided, and the ability to
provide universal testing to all teachers. Teachers appreciated
the opportunity to prove skills and receive a salary increase.
Test-takers also appreciated the 90-minute test structure as well
as the recorded portion for the speaking exam. An at-home test,
instead of a person-to-person exam, offered a more relaxed
test-taking environment allowing individuals to show their skills
without the interference of fear or nerves. iTEP Ecuador will continue to test teachers in 2021 and has proven that iTEP testing can be
valuable for assessing English language proficiency of not only
students but also English teachers! iTEP International, with its
in-country partners, can provide both the appropriate exam and
testing support needed for large government projects.

La prueba iTEP tomada por el INEVAL en el 2018 constituyó un reto para los docentes y una forma de
establecer la valoración entre nuestras destrezas idiomáticas y la actualización de conocimientos y
nivel de acuerdo al MCER.
Juan Echeverría, teacher.
“The iTEP test taken by INEVAL in 2018 was a challenge for the teachers, a way to establish our level in general of the language and an
update of knowledge and level according to CEFR.”
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